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Abstract
Discovering new physics beyond the Standard Model is a primary goal of research at the LHC. Recent searches by
ATLAS and CMS, using data taken at a centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV, have already probed a considerable fraction
of the parameter space for a wide variety of models. The discovery reach is expected to be substantially extended
at higher energies. The high-luminosity phase of the upgraded LHC will provide data sets with a total integrated
luminosity of about 3 ab−1, allowing ATLAS to probe new physics well beyond the reach of the ﬁrst 0.3 ab−1 of
14 TeV running. In this talk the prospects of ATLAS searches for new heavy bosons, dark matter candidates, inclusive
strong production of squarks and gluinos, direct production of 3rd generation squarks and weak production of electro-
weakinos at the 14 TeV LHC are presented. The results make use of parametrizations of the expected performance of
the LHC for the ﬁrst 0.3 ab−1 of 14 TeV running and for the high-luminosity phase.
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1. Introduction
With 5 fb−1 of proton-proton collision data at a
centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV and about 20 fb−1 at
8 TeV recorded and analysed by the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) experiments, there is no evidence for
physics beyond the Standard Model of Particle Physics
(BSM physics) yet. The low mass of the discovered
Higgs boson candidate as well as the presence of Dark
Matter (DM) in the universe emphasize that the Stan-
dard Model (SM) is not the ﬁnal answer, though. The
required new physics could manifest at LHC energies,
and e.g. in the case of Supersymmetry (SUSY) as exten-
sion to the SM, naturalness arguments strongly favour at
least one supersymmetric partner of the SM particles to
have a mass in the TeV regime.
To ﬁnd physics beyond the SM as well as increase
the precision of measurements of the properties of the
Higgs boson, the LHC will again start taking data in
2015. The ﬁrst run period (LHC Run-2) is planned to
deliver about 100 fb−1 of data at a centre-of-mass en-
ergy of 13-14 TeV, followed by an increase to about
300 fb−1 during Run-3. After signiﬁcant upgrades of the
LHC and experiments, the high luminosity phase of the
LHC (HL-LHC) with an instantaneous luminosity of up
to 5 × 1034cm−2s−1 will follow, expected to increase the
total data delivered by the LHC by up to a factor of ten
over Run-3, roughly two orders of magnitude above cur-
rently available data. The presentation covered by these
proceedings concerns the late prospects of the LHC, at
the end of Run-3 and the HL-LHC phase. The best
case scenario for LHC physics during these periods is
a rich program of measurements following a discovery
of BSM physics in Run-2. As this is hard to predict,
though, the focus here is on reporting expected discov-
ery and exclusion sensitivities in searches for a broad
range of BSM benchmark models instead.
2. Constraints on new physics from Higgs couplings
The discovery of a Higgs boson and the rising pre-
cision of measurements of its properties are becom-
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ing more and more important as indirect constraints on
new physics, complementing direct searches. For ex-
ample the theory Fig. 1 highlights diﬀerent regions of
phase-space for a large number of SUSY models [1].
While the red area has all supersymmetric quark part-
ners (squarks) potentially out of reach of the LHC, the
majority of these models show signiﬁcant deviations
in Higgs couplings (in this example to bottom quarks)
compared to the SM expectation as well as more than
one Higgs boson observable at the LHC. On the other
hand the lower light blue band highlights models where
at least one squark is below 1 TeV in mass, while the
lightest Higgs is fully compatible with SM expectations.
Figure 1: Discovery prospects for a range of SUSY models shown
in the plane of the ratio of Higgs vacuum expectation values and the
Higgs coupling to b-quarks. In the red area more than one Higg boson
is expected to be observable at the LHC, while light blue, yellow and
green correspond to SUSY models with at least one third generation
squark with a mass below 1.0 TeV, all third generation squarks heavier
than 1.0 TeV but at least one stop below 1.5 TeV and both top squarks
heavier than 1.5 TeV respectively.
Fig. 2 shows an ATLAS estimate of sensitivity to a
Two Higgs Doublet scenario [2], as e.g. realised in
the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM).
Predictions are given in the plane of Higgs couplings
to vector bosons relative to the SM expectation versus
the ratio tan β of the Higgs potential vacuum expecta-
tion values of the two Higgs boson doublets, for 300
and 3000 fb−1 of 14 TeV LHC data. The majority of
Higgs decay ﬁnal states are included, with the exception
of H → bb, where the crucial sensitivity to the perfor-
mance of the measurement of jets originating from b-
quarks (b-jets) requires more studies for HL-LHC sce-
narios.
In summary, precision tests of Higgs physics will pro-
vide crucial input to discovery or exclusion of BSM
physics, but still leave large and feasible regions of the
phase-space uncovered, necessitating specialized direct
Figure 2: Regions of the cos(β − α), tan(β) plane expected to be ex-
cluded with 300 (blue) and 3000 fb−1 (red) of data at
√
s = 14 TeV by
the ATLAS experiment
searches.
3. Direct WIMP production
A very interesting area for the LHC experiments to
provide insight into is direct production of weakly in-
teracting massive particles (WIMPs), complementing
non-collider dark matter (DM) searches well due to the
unique access to low DM masses. The benchmark sce-
nario is pair-production of WIMPs, the ﬁnal state being
characterized by initial state radiation of particle jets or
gauge bosons and large missing transverse momentum
(MET) due to the dark matter candidates. The prevalent
models used in LHC Run-1 WIMP searches have been
eﬀective ﬁeld theories (EFT) including a four-point in-
teraction with a selection of assumptions on couplings.
Fig. 3 shows expected ATLAS sensitivities to the sup-
pression scale M∗ from a monojet search and one ex-
ample coupling scenario [3]. This eﬀective approach is,
however, not valid to high momentum transfers, which
will be a signiﬁcant restriction for 14 TeV data. Hence
for comparison ATLAS also studied future prospects of
WIMP searches including models with light mediators
as shown in is Fig. 4. The reach in M∗ depends on me-
diator mass, where high mediator masses roughly cor-
respond to the results based on the eﬀective four-point
interaction.
In general the sensitivity to direct WIMP production
is expected to increase by factors of up to three com-
pared to current results, with most of the increase man-
ifesting early in Run-2 as searches in this channel are
dominated by the available centre-of-mass energy in-
stead of being strongly statistics limited.
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Figure 3: The 95% CL lower limits on the suppression scale MS at√
s=8 TeV and 14 TeV for three signal regions deﬁned by MET>400,
600 and 800 GeV. The limits are shown for the D5 operators with a
DM mass of 50 GeV. The 8 TeV limits are based on simulation only.
Figure 4: Comparison of the 95% CL lower limits on the scale of
the interaction of a Z′-like simpliﬁed model at 14 TeV. Corresponding
limits from EFT models are shown on the same plot as green dashed
lines to show equivalence between the two models for high mediator
masses.
4. SUSY prospects at the LHC
While traditional SUSY benchmark models have al-
ready been put under considerable stress by LHC Run-
1 data, SUSY is a very diverse framework encompass-
ing a large variety of models of BSM physics. Hence
discovery (or exclusion) of SUSY particles remains one
of the highest priorities at the current and future LHC.
A wide range of scenarios and ﬁnal states were stud-
ied by ATLAS for future data taking periods, including
direct production of light ﬂavour and third generation
squarks, gluinos as well as neutralino plus chargino pro-
duction with decays to gauge or Higgs bosons. All pre-
sented analyses have been re-optimized for the expected
statistics and physics performance of Run-3 and the HL-
LHC. As these studies aim to provide benchmarks for
the expected sensitivity for diﬀerent ﬁnal states and run
periods the focus is on a limited number of simpliﬁed
models. A much wider range of actual analyses will be
employed for Run-3 and HL-LHC data to get the best
achievable coverage for potential discovery of SUSY.
4.1. SUSY third generation squark searches
Naturalness or ”little hierarchy problem” arguments
provide strong motivations for the lightest squarks to be
of the third generation, as even if the rest of the SUSY
spectrum may be heavy a light SUSY partner of the top
(stop) can accommodate a Higgs boson as light as the
observed one without a high level of tuning, by cancel-
ing the top loop that is dominant in the quadratic cutoﬀ-
dependency of the Higgs mass.
Benchmark stop searches aim at pair production, each
stop decaying to a top plus the lightest neutralino χ˜01.
The ﬁnal states studied by ATLAS for Run-3 and HL-
LHC sensitivity predictions are similar to tt production
events with 0(1) leptons plus at least 5(3) jets, of which
at least two are identiﬁed to be b-jets, plus MET [4].
The search for the bottom quark partner (sbottom) as-
sumes a decay to a bottom quark and χ˜01, resulting in
ﬁnal states with no leptons, exactly two b-jets and high
MET [5]. In both cases the branching ratio to quark
plus neutralino is assumed to be 100%. Figs. 5 and 6
show the expected discovery and exclusion reach in the
squark versus the χ˜01-mass plane. It can be seen that an
increase over currently published results of a factor of
about two is expected for Run-3, and up to a factor of
three for the HL-LHC.
Figure 5: The 95% CL top squark exclusion limits (dashed) and 5-
sigma discovery reach (solid) for 300 (red) and 3000 fb−1 (black). The
results are shown for the combination of the 1-lepton and 0-lepton
analyses. The observed limits from analysis of 8 TeV data are also
shown.
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Figure 6: Expected 95% exclusion limits (dashed) and 5-sigma dis-
covery reach (solid) for bottom squark pair production with 300 (red)
and 3000 fb−1 (black) of integrated luminosity. The observed limits
from analysis of 8 TeV data are also shown.
4.2. Inclusive strong SUSY production channels
Searching for evidence of production of ﬁrst or sec-
ond generation squarks as well as SUSY partners of
the gluon (gluinos) is also a vital complement to stop
searches, as their typically higher expected mass is
partly oﬀset by, at a given mass, higher production
cross-sections. Especially in scenarios where e.g. the
diﬀerence of stop and χ˜01 masses is close to the top mass,
resulting in a very low sensitivity of traditional stop
searches, these might be the ﬁrst SUSY particles to be
observable. Nine signal regions were used by ATLAS
for extrapolation of the sensitivity to Run-3 and the HL-
LHC, requesting no leptons and at least 2 to 6 jets in
the ﬁnal state plus speciﬁc selections targeting diﬀerent
processes and regions of the phase-space [5]. Figs. 7
and 8 compare the current ATLAS results with the ex-
pected sensitivities for 300 and 3000 fb−1, in the mass
of light squark or gluino versus χ˜01 plane. In respect to
published results the sensitivity increases up to a factor
of three for LHC Run-3, with reasonable but moderate
gains for the HL-LHC phase.
4.3. Electroweak SUSY production searches
Direct production of wino-like charginos and neu-
tralinos, decaying to χ˜01 and gauge or Higgs bosons has
become an important topic, as the integrated luminosity
available at the end of LHC Run-1 started to allow prob-
ing the low expected production cross-sections. The
ATLAS sensitivity studies for electroweak SUSY pro-
duction include the three leptons plus MET and one
lepton plus explicitly two tau leptons plus MET ﬁnal
states [5]. These result from the production of the light-
est chargino χ˜±1 , decaying to the lightest neutralino χ˜
0
1
Figure 7: Expected 95% CL exclusion contours (dashed) and 5-sigma
discovery contours (solid) for 300 (black) and 3000 fb−1 (red) for
gluino pair-production. Observed limits from the analysis of 8 TeV
data are also shown (yellow).
Figure 8: Expected 95% CL exclusion contours (dashed) and 5-sigma
discovery contours (solid) for 300 (black) and 3000 fb−1 (red) for light
squark pair-production. The gluino mass is set to 4.5 TeV.
and a W boson, plus the heavier neutralino χ˜02, decaying
to χ˜01 plus Z/h. All supersymmetric lepton and neutrino
partners are assumed to be heavy.
Fig. 9 compares the currently published ATLAS re-
sults with the expected sensitivities for Run-3 and the





plane and a W and Z boson in the ﬁnal state. In con-
trast to the previous section on strong SUSY produc-
tion, this search is statistics limited and signiﬁcant gains
can be seen from the HL-LHC over Run-3 expecta-
tions. Fig. 10 shows the expected reach for a W boson
and light Higgs in the ﬁnal state in addition to the two
χ˜01, where the currently published ATLAS exclusion up
to 150 GeV in χ˜±1 /χ˜
0
2-mass is below the range shown.
An increase in reach up to a factor of six is expected
from future LHC data, pushing the exclusion range to
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Figure 9: The expected 95% exclusion (dashed) and discovery (solid)
contours for the 300 (red) and 3000 fb−1 (black) scenarios for the
W/Z-mediated simpliﬁed model. Observed limits from the analysis of
8 TeV data are also shown (orange).
900 GeV.
Figure 10: The expected 95% exclusion (dashed) and discovery
(solid) contours for the 300 (red) and 3000 fb−1 (black) scenarios for
the W/h-mediated simpliﬁed model in the 3 lepton channel.
4.4. High mass resonances
A sensitivity study for Run-3 and the HL-LHC was
also done for new resonant phenomena in tt, lepton plus
jets and dilepton channel, as well as direct dilepton ﬁnal
states [6]. Benchmark models to estimate the reach in
ﬁducial cross-section and resonance mass are Kaluza-
Klein gluon excitations in a Randall-Sundrum model of
extra dimensions as well as a narrow Z′. In contrast to
the previous section, where primarily counting exper-
iments in low background signal regions where used,
signal templates and a shape analysis are utilized here.
The expected sensitivity to Kaluza-Klein gluons for
3000 fb−1 can be found in Fig. 11, with a mass limit of
6.7 TeV, where the current ATLAS limit based on 8 TeV
data is 2.0 TeV. Fig. 12 shows the expected reach in the
mass of a narrow Z′ of up to 7.8 TeV in mass, with the
Run-1 ATLAS result being 2.9 TeV.
Figure 11: The expected 95% limits for the the gKK to tt search in the
dilepton channel with 3000 fb−1.
Figure 12: The expected 95% limits for the Z′S S M search with
3000 fb−1 of LHC data.
5. Summary
In summary, while the Higgs boson discovery com-
pletes the Standard Model, with the exclusion of grav-
ity, missing dark matter candidates and the low observed
Higgs mass, searching for BSM phenomena or devia-
tions of Higgs couplings from the SM expectation re-
mains one of the highest priorities at the LHC. ATLAS
conducted a number of sensitivity estimates for bench-
mark models of new physics, which, despite largely be-
ing extrapolations from existing LHC Run-1 analyses,
show a very promising potential of LHC Run-3 and the
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HL-LHC. In addition signiﬁcant analysis optimizations
and improvements in analysis techniques are expected1.
The discovery and exclusion reach of ATLAS for
benchmark models of BSM physics, quantiﬁed in
masses of characteristic new particles, is expected to
increase by factors of typically three to ﬁve for Run-
3 and the HL-LHC, compared to currently published
LHC Run-1 results. Depending on the scenario and ex-
pected BSM production cross-section in question, the
main increase can either be expected early after the start
of 14 TeV centre-of-mass proton-proton collision data
taking, e.g. for WIMP searches, during Run-3 for e.g.
inclusive searches for strong SUSY production and for
HL-LHC data in low production cross-section scenarios
dominated by statistical limitations as e.g. electroweak
SUSY production.
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1e.g. the Higgs discovery was made at half the LHC design centre-
of-mass energy and less statistics than initially thought to be required
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